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COOL BLEND OF TECH PROPELS KANSAS 

HOUSE DISPLAYS INTO THE FUTURE 

Scan QR code for a 

video of the KS House 

displays in action! 

(continued on page 3) 

With over 70 current installations of custom designed voting and display 

systems all over the country and over 80 years of success and innovation 

under our belt, you would think there isn’t too much out there that can 

surprise the International Roll-Call® (IRC) team of professionals. And yet, 

every project and implementation of IRC products for state legislatures 

always creates opportunities and challenges, in the best of ways. 

Amidst these opportunities and challenges are some installations with aspects 

that are just…well, frankly…pretty cool. 

This summer, IRC designed and installed complex updates to significantly improve the chamber display system in the Kansas House 

of Representatives through a blend of structural and electromechanical engineering coupled with digital high-resolution LED 

display technologies. A longtime customer of IRC, the House previously used a 6mm three-color display system installed in 2008. 

Though it has been a workhorse, the features and standards of LED displays have surpassed the technology of 13 years ago. The 

House decided it was high time for some improvements. 

And we do mean high – as in way up in the air! 

Part of what makes the chamber voting display system in the Kansas House unique is their placement. They are positioned 

approximately 30 feet above the chamber floor. One particularly special characteristic of the Kansas House displays, which sets 

them apart from the many other display installations IRC has designed and maintains, is the method of deployment. In order to 

provide optimal visibility and viewing angles, the Kansas House displays are mounted on a custom-engineered electromechanical 

actuator system that extends the displays out from their normal flush-to-the-wall position 

and angles them inward so the Representatives have a clear and crisp line of sight to the 

information being displayed. There is not another legislative chamber in the United States 

that has this type of voting board display mechanics.   

“The new voting displays allow greater visibility of information 

for Representatives during session and for members of the 

public the remainder of the year.  The new technology is an 

important part of our efforts to make the legislative process 

more transparent and adaptable.  This past year has taught us 

that we need to be able to change with situations in order to 

continue to do the business the people sent us here to do.”   

—Representative Ron Ryckman 

Speaker of the Kansas House 
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A Letter from the President 

Dear Friends,  

 

I trust the summer months have been relaxing and that each of you have had many 
opportunities to enjoy vacations and special events with your family and friends.  As we 
close out the month of August and look towards the start of a new school year and all the 
activities centered around schools, colleges and universities, and everyday life, I hope that in 
all you do, your days will be safe and memorable. 

The constant change that encircles all of us—whether social, political, technological, 
scientific, economic or otherwise—require that we always stand ready to help our clients 
navigate through new and increasingly complex landscapes. IRC always stands ready to assist 
you in navigating all the challenges that continue to rise and require our attention or 
modifications to existing processes. 

I'm sure that you, like me, celebrated the success of America's Olympic athletes as the world 
came together in a unified spirit of athletic competition and world peace. The pride those 
athletes show in competing for their home countries are testaments that all of us can strive 
to achieve in all we do. Together, we can overcome challenges and adversity and continue to 
move forward.  

Speaking of moving forward, this edition of the IRC Tally Sheet focuses on many of the 
successes the IRC team has achieved this summer in many of the State Capitols across the 
USA. Please take a moment to read the lead article on the Kansas House of Representatives 
installation and the Summer Voting Projects Roundup article. The newsletter also highlights 
another of the IRC team and provides other recurring topics of interest.   

IRC was appreciative to participate in the June ASLCS Spring Meeting, in Boston. The IRC 
team representatives that attended enjoyed their time meeting and talking to all of those 
that attended. I hope you enjoy the collage of pictures we took from that meeting. I look 
forward to seeing many of you in October, at the annual ASLCS Professional Development 
Seminar, in Portland, Maine, and in November, at the NCSL Summit, in Tampa, Florida. It is 
always a pleasure to have opportunities to renew friendships and “talk shop," highlighting 
the IRC suite of products and solutions available to our legislative colleagues. 

As always, I send each of you safe and healthy wishes for all that you do both in the office 
and at home. 

I look forward to seeing you soon, and please do not hesitate to contact me for assistance or 
information.  

 
With sincere appreciation, 

 

 

 

 

President 
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(KS House Displays continued from Page 1) 

The actuator system designed and installed by IRC in 2008 still functions as it should and 

only minor adjustments were made to it in the most recent Kansas House displays 

update. With the previous 6mm technology, neither the full spectrum of millions of 

colors were available to display but also because of the pixel size and density, the 

resolution was not very high. Now, with the new 2.5mm displays in place, the House has 

access to the spectrum of nearly every color imaginable for displaying and coloring text 

as well as the high-resolution display of photos, presentations, PDF or word processing 

documents, and full-motion video feeds.  

“Thank you to IRC and their partner Daktronics for the amazing work installing our new 

voting display boards.  We had unique size, shape and function requirements and they 

came through with spectacular custom boards.  Always a pleasure to work with the staff 

at IRC on a project because we know work will be done right 

and the customer service will be exceptional.”   

—Susan Kannarr 

Chief Clerk of the Kansas House. 

In a busy summer full of multiple time sensitive and intensely logistical projects, IRC was grateful to have the opportunity to make 

improvements to the chamber display system in the Kansas House of Representatives. The upgrade to high-resolution, full color 

displays deployable on the actuating system will carry the House into the future when it comes to its display and legislative 

transparency needs. 

“Politicians like to talk about the need for transparency, but this video system upgrade is actually a step in the right direction. 

During session, the voting boards will be clearer and easier to read, and will allow more information to be displayed for members of 

the public watching the House in action. Outside session, the displays can be used to welcome visitors to the Capitol and share 

important information about how the people’s house operates. I’m thrilled to see the new capabilities put to use in ways that help 

Kansans engage far more in the legislative process.” —Rep. Dan Hawkins, Kansas House Majority Leader 

Mister Hawkins, we couldn’t have said it better ourselves.    
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Kara’s Taco Salad 

(submitted by  

Ryan Babcock) 

INGREDIENTS: 

1 pound of ground beef 

1 packet of taco seasoning 

¾ cup water 

8 cups of iceberg lettuce (or a medium head)  

   chopped to preferred size 

¼ cup diced onion per pound of meat, or to taste 

1-2 tomatoes, quartered (optional) 

2 cups shredded cheddar cheese 

2 cups of broken Doritos (or to taste) 

¼ cup Catalina dressing per pound of meat 

DIRECTIONS: 

1. Brown the meat in a 

skillet over medium 

heat. 

2. Add the taco 

seasoning and water, 

according to package 

directions. 

3. Simmer on low until 

water is evaporated. 

4. Remove the beef from the heat, drain on a paper 

towel and chill in the fridge. 

5. When ready to serve, combine the seasoned beef 

with the lettuce, onion, and cheese, and mix  

together in a large salad bowl. 

6. To each serving bowl, add the Doritos, then dress 

the salad with Catalina according to taste. 

Enjoy this easy crisp and fulfilling Summer meal…

especially on a week night! 

IRC Values SMEs Input for 

Technology Solutions 

(continued on page 8) 

Many people can advocate they have the knowledge and resources to 

automate the legislative process for a legislative Chamber or the  

Legislature as a whole.  And, often these individuals bring to the table 

an excellent foundation of creating and managing databases, installing 

networks, utilizing the latest and greatest software, etc.  However, all 

that expertise cannot effectively be developed and implemented  

without a thorough understanding and appreciation of the legislative 

process and the constitutional and chamber rules of procedure,  

customs of the body, political realities, and all the nuances that can be 

encountered along the avenue of How a Bill Becomes a Law. 

International Roll-Call® Corporation (IRC) espouses that "You Have to 

Understand the Process to Develop a Solution," and that cannot be 

overstated.  That is why IRC is proud to have staff with years of  

legislative experience working in the trenches with experience in  

introducing and processing legislation, clerking committees, creating 

Calendars and Messages, compiling and proofing Journals, and drafting 

engrossed and enrolled legislation.  All IRC team members understand 

the political realities and demands of working in a legislative  

environment and the flexibility and foresight required to respond to 

the requests of leadership. 

All Legislatures are in the business of How A Bill Becomes a Law,  

however, familiarity is required with the myriad of nuances and specific 

rules and procedures surrounding each of the 99 Chambers’ legislative 

processes. These finer points must be understood, appreciated, and 

respected.  Therefore, it is essential in approaching any study of a  

Legislature’s process that the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) be  

identified, interviewed, and listened to because they are proficient in 

explaining these requirements.   

SMEs hold the key to the essential knowledge to fully document all the 

steps, twists, and turns encountered by a piece of legislation from the 

receipt of a request for drafting to final enactment and all the steps in 

between.   

Who are these SMEs?  They go by many names or variations of the 

same, but they most often are the Clerk or Secretary, Legislative Staff 

Attorneys, Calendar Clerk, Journal Clerk, Engrossing and Enrolling Clerk, 

Committee Clerk, Reading Clerk, Messaging Clerk, Voting System  

Operator, and their assistants, typists, proofers.   
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Mary Schaeffer-Passaris, Office Administrator 

Every office needs that person that presents a never-ending cheerful greeting to all who 

enter or call.  Mary Passaris is International Roll-Call's (IRC) initial voice on the phone, 

getting clients to their requested staff person in a timely manner or taking a detailed 

message for immediate follow-up.  Mary is also the person that a visitor to the IRC Office 

will first encounter as she emerges from behind her monitors, taking a break from 

processing payroll, paying invoices, or reconciling statements to name a few of her various 

detailed administrative responsibilities. 

Mary has been part of the IRC family for four years now.  Since her initial employment with 

the company, her roles have expanded and now encompass: 

• IRC's Weekly Payroll including quarterly payroll taxes and all associated 
documentation; 

• Processing and payments of Invoices for Maintenance contracts and new projects/
jobs; 

• Coordinating and processing all financial payments and bank transactions including 
reconciling all company financial statements 

• Providing end of the month P & Ls, Balance Sheets, Income Statements and Sales 
reports; 

• File monthly, quarterly and annual Sales and Use Tax along with estimated tax 
payments; and 

• Assisting with Client Relations projects 
 

Born and raised in Ohio, the Buckeye State, Mary graduated from Barry University, located 

in North Miami, Florida, with a Bachelor of Science degree.  Mary attended Barry on a 

Basketball Scholarship. Yes, IRC's Mary can "drive the lane and shoot the rock!"  Mary is 

presently working on a second degree in Accounting and will graduate this December. 

Mary is the very proud mom of two boys, Michael (18) and Nikolas (14).  Mary's family 

golden retriever, Lucky Baker Chubb or Lucky for short is often found serving as one of 

IRC's Chief Greeting Officers (CGO).  In addition to Lucky, Mary recently took up the hobby 

of raising Chickens for the eggs they produce. In her backyard you will find the elegant 

chicken coop that is home to Miss Cinnamon and Paprika. 

Mary's recently purchased home is often the focus of her weekend decorating projects.  

Mary's passion for her independent "do-it-herself" home improvement projects might find 

her painting, refinishing furniture, digging a patio/firepit, rearranging furniture, and other 

"tool-time" renovations that keep her busy making her home a warm and unique space to 

live.   

An avid sports fan, Mary recently picked up tennis and absolutely loves playing both for 

exercise and her women's league team.  Yes, being a southpaw has its advantages!!  Mary 

is a die-hard Cleveland Browns fan and will be heading to First Energy Stadium, home of 

the "Dog Pound" to watch her beloved Browns play football this fall. 
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(IRC Values SMEs Continued from  page 4) 
(Iowa Video Integration Continued from  page 9) Did You Know…? 

 
• Pierre, South Dakota is the only U.S. state capital that has 

no letters in common with its state name. 

• Santa Fe, New Mexico is the highest elevation state  

capital (followed by Cheyenne, WY and Denver, CO) and 

Honolulu, Hawaii is the lowest elevation state capital. 

• There are four state capitals that begin with the same 

letter as their states: Dover, Delaware; Honolulu, Hawaii; 

Indianapolis, Indiana; and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 

• Boston, Massachusetts is the longest continuously serving 

state capital in the United States.  

• Juneau, Alaska is the largest state capital in area, at over 

2700 sq miles and Annapolis, Maryland, at 6.7 square 

miles, is the smallest U.S. capitol by land size. 

• Raleigh, North Carolina shares its name with the explorer 

who established the first English colony in America (The 

Lost Colony), and a bicycle company based in Nottingham, 

England. 

• Cheyenne, Wyoming located only eight miles north of the 

Colorado border, is one of the farthest U.S. capitals from 

its own state’s geographic center. 

• U.S. President Theodore "Teddy" Roosevelt took the first 

presidential automobile ride in history on the streets of 

Hartford, Connecticut, in 1902. 

• There are four state capitals named after American  

presidents: Jackson (Mississippi), Jefferson City 

(Missouri), Lincoln (Nebraska), and Madison (Wisconsin). 

• The Kansas Statehouse dome, at 304 feet, is taller than 

the 288 foot United States Capitol dome, although its 

diameter is approximately half that of the national  

capitol. It is also one of the few capitols in the United 

States that continue to offer tours that go to the top of 

the dome, where visitors must climb some 296 steps from 

the fifth floor to the top of the dome. 

• The only royal palace in the United States is in Honolulu, 

Hawaii. 

These legislative staff,  all of whom are vital cogs in the process, 

have the institutional knowledge to explain how the process 

works, how the pieces of the puzzles fit together, and what 

curveballs might be thrown at any point in the multifaceted  

legislative process.  They understand and can explain the  

legislative provisions of the Constitution, Senate and House 

Rules, Joint Rules, and supplemental rules such as: Mason's  

Manual of Legislative Procedure (used most extensively by  

Legislatures) or Jefferson's Manual of Parliamentary Procedure. 

It is critical to hear from those individuals that have the "inside 

baseball" experience.  In conducting any legislative process study, 

ALL of these individuals and their respective roles must be  

understood, and yes it greatly helps to have someone doing the 

study that speaks the language of the legislative process. This 

includes particulars such as knowing the difference between bills 

and resolutions, a line amendment vs. an amendment in the  

nature of a substitute, engrossing and enrolling, readings, voice 

vs. recorded votes, suspension of the rules, report out, passage 

vs. adopted, etc.  The terminology and the actions related to 

those terms must not only be understood in their regular  

application but it is also key to grasp that, with a vote to suspend 

the rules, the steps can be changed in an attempt to achieve the 

same result.  

The legislative process encompasses many steps including:  

Member Requests, Drafting, Introduction and Referral to  

Committee, Readings, Committee and Subcommittee, Floor  

Action, Amending, Debate, Voting, Engrossment and Enrollment, 

Messages, Committees of Conference, Executive Review and  

Action, and Chapters or Acts. 

As you can see there is much to grasp in working on a project 

involving a state legislature. Not even touched on were  

reconsideration, rereferral or recommitment, moving the  

previous question, unanimous consent, motions to lay on the 

table and pass by indefinitely, and Special Order and Consent 

Calendars.   No matter the process step or the terminology used, 

IRC has the experience to "talk the talk" and "walk the walk."  IRC 

understands the process, which allows us to develop an optimal 

solution. There is simply no shortcut to accumulating that kind of 

extensive knowledge base--except through many years serving 

State Legislatures, as we have been doing since 1936.  
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(continued on page 10) 
 

IRC appreciates the Council of State 

Governments for including us in the 

recent edition of their Capitol Ideas 

magazine where we talk about our 

Virtual Voting Console (VVC) system 

that was widely deployed among many 

of our customers during the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

You can view the issue by navigating 

your browser to the following link: 

csg.org/work/publications/ 

MICHIGAN HOUSE 

Display Control Equipment Upgrade 

IRC worked in Lansing with the Michigan House of Representatives in July to upgrade 

the Daktronics Display Control Equipment. As part of the project, IRC was on-site to 

configure the new display control equipment with the IRC xmLegislator™ Voting  

Software to create new “hotkeys” on the designated xmLegislator™ user screens. The 

new display voting sequences were designed to be almost identical to the existing 

voting sequences currently used, although, with the new display control equipment 

more font and feature enhancements are available.  IRC and the House worked with 

new font styles and implemented the “shrink-tofit” feature in the Bill information 

space allowing for longer short titles to be displayed in a smaller font on the board 

whereas they were previously limited to a certain number of characters.  The shrink-to-fit feature can also be used in the Member 

name fields longer names. their text letters will move closer together to fit within the available space on the board thus eliminating 

the need to adjust the name sequences when a longer name is introduced, saving House staff time. IRC worked with the Michigan 

House staff to provide the ability to show video on the displays for enhanced display and presentation capabilities. 

NEW JERSEY SENATE AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

Voting System Updates 

In the Garden State Capitol this summer IRC was on-site upgrading Member Desk Voting Consoles and implementing IRC’s 

VSCU-1000 Desk voting Control Systemin both chambers. The New Jersey Senate and General Assembly requested that the original 

brass faceplates be reuused.  Being no stranger to working in historic chambers and handling historic components within, IRC 

carefully modified each brass faceplates to accommodate the new and larger voting switches. This equipment upgrade gives a 

fresh look and modern functionality to the system and includes: 

• An updated desk voting system control unit 

rack; 

• Updated voting switches for the member 

consoles; 

• Replacement of damaged or defaced 

console face plates; 

• Additional plates and electronics to 

maintain a supply of spares; 

• An improved voting chime solution; and 

• Installation of IRC’s VSCU-1000 Desk Voting 

Control System and integration with the 

xmLegislatorTM Voting Software. 



NEBRASKA UNICAMERAL LEGISLATURE 

Voting System Upgrades 

August found IRC in Lincoln, Nebraska providing upgrades to several legacy 
components of the Nebraska Legislature voting system and voting display boards. 
IRC staff implemented five key improvements essential to maintaining the  
efficiency and reliability of the voting system in the Nebraska Legislature.  These 
improvements include: 

• 2.5mm LED Full Color Left and Right Chamber Message Displays; 

• Center chamber display renovation of electronics, replacing indicator bulbs                         
with high-efficiency, long-lasting LED indicators and other modern digital circuitry; 

• VSCU-1000 Voting System Control Unit rack; 

• Voting Switch Assemblies modernization with new LED illuminated switches 
and digital             
        circuitry; and  

• Page Display renovation with upgraded LED Indicators and integrated with 
IRC’s VSCU-1000 Desk Voting Control System  

FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

xmOverlayCG Installation 

At the request of the Florida House of Representatives, IRC followed up an earlier installation of the IRC xmOverlayCG 
product with the configuration of the required hardware components for the xmOverlayCG workstation.   Working 
with Florida House staff, the xmOverlayCG workstation was configured into the existing network environment of the 
House and all required software updates or applications, settings, etc. were applied.  

ALABAMA LEGISLATURE 

LINX/3rd Reading Legislative Management Solution 

Also, at the time of this publication in August of 2021, IRC Developers are 
working on the required elements for the deployment, testing, and usage 
of the new 3rd Reading Legislative Management System solution that is 
being implemented in conjunction with the modernization of the Alabama 
Legislative Information System (ALIS) into the new LINX system.  Staff are 
working on all the automation requirements for the components of the 
Alabama legislative process including drafting, enrolling and engrossing, 
Calendars, Messages, and Journals.   
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(continued on page 11) 



CONNECTICUT SENATE 

Chamber Voting System Updates 

IRC had staff in Hartford to implement the Connecticut Senate’s request for options to improve 

the existing Chamber Voting System environment that include: 

• New 2.5mm LED Chamber Video display solution; 

• Replacement of the VB6-based voting software with the IRC xmLegislator™ voting 

software; 

• Installation of the IRC Virtual Voting Console (VVC) remote voting solution; and  

• Updated VSCU-1000 Voting System Control Unit rack and new Member Desk Voting 

Consoles. 

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Voting System Upgrade 

At the time of this publication in August of 2021, IRC is working with the  

Pennsylvania House of Representatives to modernize the current voting system 

environment with various upgrades in a phased approach. The scope of work 

for the current phase includes the following: 

• Modernization of the system with the replacement of the current VB6 

based voting software with the new xmLegislatorTM voting software; and 

• Modernization of the old analog Speaker's console with large format 

touchscreen LCD technology driven by the xmLegislatorTM voting  

software.  
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Check Out the IRC Website for Product Information and More 

The IRC Website roll-call.com presents information on all of our current products and can be viewed 

under the Menu Tab Legislative Solutions (roll-call.com/legislative-solutions). Here you can access 

information relative to xmLegislatorTM Voting software, Member Voting Consoles, Chamber Display 

Boards, 3rd Reading Legislative Management System, Virtual Voting Console (VVC)  

System, Audio-Visual Systems, and other legislative solutions. 

In addition, within the About Us menu tab (roll-call.com/about) you may access information about 

IRC's history, the IRC Team, the Tally Sheet newsletter, and client-specific product installs accessible 

via the Where in the USA is IRC? map or list of links. 

   

roll-call.com/legislative-solutions
https://www.roll-call.com/about/where-in-the-usa-is-irc/

